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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate tube furnace BBr3 diffusion processes for the formation of high-quality homogeneous 
boron emitters with industrial cycle times of around 2 hours. They feature emitter dark saturation current densities as 
low as 17 fA/cm² for textured surfaces at a sheet resistance of about 150 Ω/sq. In order to achieve the respective 
doping profiles with a maximum charge carrier concentration slightly above 1019 cm-3 and profile depths of about 800 nm, 
we optimize the atmospheric pressure BBr3 diffusion such that we make use of an increased maximum temperature 
(below 1000°C) that yields accelerated diffusion of boron atoms. In addition, careful parameter adjustment assures 
that the total boron doping dose in the silicon is maintained, despite the temperature increase. This optimization 
shows a great potential in reducing cycle times without compromising the quality of the formed boron emitters and 
their respective doping profiles. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 The emitter dark saturation current density j0e for the 
passivated front side boron emitter in n-type silicon solar 
cells can be drastically reduced by lowering the maximum 
doping concentration Nmax at or close to the silicon sur-
face [1–7]. For the formation of boron emitters, the state-
of-the-art technology is a tube furnace diffusion using 
boron tribromide (BBr3) as liquid dopant precursor [8]. In 
order to achieve charge carrier recombination at an 
sufficiently low level for screen-printed and fired silver-
aluminum contacts while ensuring low specific contact 
resistance ρC, it is a straight forward approach to increase 
the profile depth dprof when lowering Nmax [9,10]. 
 Several adaptations within the BBr3 diffusion process 
can be considered to lower Nmax and to increase dprof in 
the resulting doping profile. A very promising and indus-
trially relevant approach that fulfills both points is the 
usage of a post-oxidation step in oxygen (O2) ambient 
that is incorporated into the diffusion process [4,11]. By 
post-oxidation, segregation of boron into the growing 
silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer on the silicon surface [12] 
and oxidation-enhanced diffusion of boron [13] lead to a 
decrease in Nmax and redistribution of boron dopants. 
Despite reduction in Nmax, low ρC in the range of a few 
mΩcm2 is state-of-the-art for commercial screen-printed 
and fired silver-aluminum (Ag-Al) contacts [3,6,14]. As 
exemplified in Ref. [6], ρC ≈ 3 mΩcm2 is found for 
screen-printed and fired Ag-Al contact fingers for quite 
low Nmax = 1.8·1019 cm-3. 
 Cycle times (including load/unload) of tube furnace dif-
fusion processes of up to 3.5 hours are currently quite com-
mon in the industry in order to produce high-quality emit-
ters for high-efficiency n-type devices, such as e.g. solar 
cells with tunnel oxide passivated contacts (TOPCon) [15]. 
 In this paper, we perform process optimizations for 
atmospheric pressure BBr3 diffusion executed in an in-
dustrial tube furnace from Tempress Systems (“SPEC-
TRUM MULTI PURPOSE 5 stack furnace”). We aim at 
forming boron emitters that feature very low j0e on alka-
line textured and passivated surfaces at emitter sheet re-
sistances in the range of 150 Ω/sq. We demonstrate the 
formation of high-quality boron emitters using single 
BBr3 diffusion processes with industrial cycle times of 
around 2 hours. 

2 APPROACH 
 
 We perform three optimization runs A - C, each with 
several BBr3 diffusion processes to optimize the recipes, 
targeting an emitter sheet resistance Rsh ≈ 150 Ω/sq with 
a doping profile featuring a low Nmax in the range of 
1019 cm-3 and a large dprof close to 1 µm. Therefore, we 
continue the developments from Ref. [4] and start with 
industrially common cycle times tc (including load/unload) 
in the range of 3.5 hours. Then, we considerably reduce tc 
to slightly above 2 hours. 
 In total, we examine eleven different BBr3 diffusion 
processes. Their allocation to the three runs is as follows: 
 

• Run A (Diff1 - Diff5) 
The maximum temperature of the diffusion processes 
is Tmax = T1. Variation of drive-in time tdr-in and post-
oxidation time tpo resulting in 135 min ≤ tc ≤ 205 min. 

• Run B (Diff6 - Diff8) 
Increase of Tmax by 40K (Tmax below 1000°C) starting 
from Diff1 and variation in tdr-in resulting in 
129 min ≤ tc ≤ 149 min. 

• Run C (Diff9 - Diff11) 
Tmax as in B, further optimization and careful 
parameter adjustment of the diffusion process with 
133 min ≤ tc ≤ 143 min. 

 
 
3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DIFFUSION 
BOAT LOADING 
 
 For the optimization of the atmospheric pressure 
BBr3 diffusion, we apply the processes and characteriza-
tion steps as shown in Fig. 1. We use p-type Czochralski-
grown silicon (Cz-Si) wafers with saw damage etched 
(SDE) surfaces. Any existing thermal donors have been 
previously dissolved during a high-temperature step [16]. 
 Prior to BBr3 diffusion, the sheet resistance of the 
silicon base is measured and the surfaces are cleaned by 
wet-chemical processing in hydrofluoric acid (HF). Then, 
the eleven BBr3 diffusion processes Diff1 - Diff11, as 
described in chapter 2, are carried out. The boat setup 
with a wafer-to-wafer distance of 4.76 mm (full pitch) is 
depicted in Fig. 2. The boat holds 300 wafers in total for 
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full pitch single-slot loading. We evenly distribute pack-
ages with 15 samples each at five positions P1 - P5 over 
the entire boat. This provides information about the pro-
perties and general applicability of the respective BBr3 
diffusion process for full boat loadings. Position P1 is 
located at the gas inlet; position P5 is at the furnace door. 
The neighboring wafers to the p-type Cz-Si characteriza-
tion samples are virgin dummy wafers with bare silicon 
surface. Additional dummy wafers covered with borosili-
cate glass/silicon dioxide (BSG/SiO2) surround these 
wafers. 
 After BBr3 diffusion and wet-chemical etching of the 
BSG/SiO2 layer stack in HF, the total sheet resistance, 
consisting of contributions from the base and the boron 
doping, is measured. Then, the sheet resistance Rsh of the 
boron doping is calculated from the measurements before 
and after diffusion over the wafer surface for all five boat 
positions P1 - P5 (details regarding the measurement and 
calculation can be found in Ref. [4]). 
 Finally, the charge carrier concentration profile N(d) 
for the sample at position P1 is determined by the electro-
chemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) technique [17]. The 
surface area factor is adjusted such that the Rsh of the 
doping profile matches the Rsh measured inductively at 
the ECV measurement spot. 
 For some of the diffusion processes, j0e is examined 
on alkaline textured, Al2O3/SiNX-passivated and fired 
n-type Cz-Si lifetime samples with base resistivities  

 
Figure 1: Schematic process sequence used for the BBr3
diffusion process optimizations. 

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the wafer arrangement
in the quartz boat for the characterization of the BBr3 dif-
fusion processes (not to scale). The boat positions are in-
dicated by P1 - P5. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Schematic process sequences for the examination
of (a) j0e and (b) ρC for some of the BBr3 diffusion processes
(ALD: atomic layer deposition, PECVD: plasma-enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition, QSSPC: quasi-steady-state 
photoconductance, TLM: transmission line model). 
  
between 3 Ωcm < ρb < 8 Ωcm (after thermal donor anni-
hilation [16]); see Fig. 3(a). The symmetrically passi-
vated j0e samples are measured by QSSPC after firing. 
Then, the evaluation of the j0e values is performed ac-
cording to the procedure from Kimmerle et al. [18]. 
 Also, for the emitters Diff1 - Diff4, ρC for a commerci-
ally available Ag-Al screen-printing paste is determined. 
For Diff1 and Diff2, TLM samples according to Fig. 3(b) 
are examined. The Ag-Al fingers are printed with a nominal 
screen opening of 40 µm on textured and Al2O3/SiNX-pas-
sivated samples. After firing, the samples are cut in 1 cm-
wide strips, TLM measurements are performed and ρC is 
evaluated. For Diff3 and Diff4, the TLM measurements 
are performed after cutting the strips out of fully proces-
sed TOPCon solar cells. Here, the Ag-Al fingers are printed 
with a nominal screen opening of 24 µm. 
 The corresponding samples for both, j0e and ρC, are 
processed together in separate diffusion runs being 
located in the boat range of position P1. 
 
 
4 BBr3 DIFFUSION OPTIMIZATION RUNS 
 
4.1 Run A 

Some properties of the five different BBr3 diffusion 
processes Diff1 - Diff5 are summarized in Table I. The 
cycle time tc (including load/unload) increases from tc = 
135 min (Diff1) over tc = 175 min (Diff2) to tc = 205 min 
(Diff3 - Diff5). The longer tc results from increased tpo. 
For Diff3 - Diff5, tc = 205 min stays constant, however, 
the shares of tdr-in and tpo are changed. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the mean sheet resistances Rsh over 
the wafer at the five different boat positions P1 - P5 that 
range between Rsh ≈ 100 Ω/sq for Diff1 and Rsh ≈ 160 Ω/sq 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table I: Summary of parameters of the investigated BBr3 diffusion processes of optimization run A. In the cycle time tc, the 
loading and unloading of the boat is included with 6.5 min each. The mean Rsh from all samples at the five positions over the
boat P1 - P5 are given as Rsh,mean,boat. The standard deviation of this value gives the homogeneity over the boat. The profile 
depth dprof is extracted at N = 1017 cm-3. 

BBr3 
diffusion 

Tmax tc 
(min) 

Rsh,mean,boat 
(Ω/sq) 

Nmax  
(1019 cm-3) 

dprof 
(nm) 

j0e 
(fA/cm²) 

ρC 
(mΩcm²) 

Diff1 

T1 

135 106 ± 3 2.9 ± 0.3 640 ± 64 31 ± 1 2.0 ± 0.3 
Diff2 175 112 ± 2 1.9 ± 0.2 800 ± 80 27 ± 3 2.2 ± 0.6 
Diff3 205 124 ± 1 1.4 ± 0.1 910 ± 91 22 ± 1 2.6 ± 1.1 
Diff4 205 154 ± 5 1.1 ± 0.1 860 ± 86 15 ± 3 3.8 ± 1.4 
Diff5 205 151 ± 6 1.2 ± 0.1 860 ± 86 - - 
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Figure 4: Eddy-current measured mean Rsh for the SDE
samples at the five different boat positions P1 - P5 as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. The error bars indicate the standard
deviation of Rsh over the wafer according to Ref. [4]. The
dashed lines are guides to the eye. 
 
for Diff4 determined on SDE surfaces. The mean wafer 
uniformity in Rsh is: 4.0% (Diff1), 3.5% (Diff2), 3.7% 
(Diff3), and 5.1% (Diff4). The standard deviation of 
Rsh,mean,boat is quite low with values well below 4%. Note 
that all five heating zones of the furnace have the same tem-
perature throughout this work; no temperature tilting has 
been implemented yet. Thus, the homogeneity of Rsh over 
the single wafers as well as over the entire boat is already 
very satisfactory. 

Fig. 5 shows the charge carrier concentration profiles 
N(d) measured by ECV. The maximum charge carrier 
concentration Nmax decreases steadily from Nmax = 
(2.9 ± 0.3)∙1019 cm-3 for Diff1 to Nmax = (1.1 ± 0.1)∙1019 cm-3 
for Diff4. The profile depth increases from dprof ≈ 600 nm 
up to dprof ≈ 900 nm. 

The j0e for diffusion Diff1 to Diff4 is shown in Fig. 6. 
Obviously, the optimization leads to significantly lower 
j0e values down to j0e = (15 ± 3) fA/cm² at Rsh ≈ 160 Ω/sq 
measured on textured surface. 

Using a commercially-available Ag-Al screen-print-
ing paste, these lowly-doped emitters can be electrically 
contacted with low specific contact resistances between  
2 mΩcm² ≤ ρC ≤ 4 mΩcm²; see Table I. 

Diffusion process Diff4 has already been implemented 
into large-area (M2 wafer format) n-type Cz-Si TOPCon 
solar cells using screen-printed and fired contacts on both 
sides. The most efficient cell achieves an energy conver-
sion efficiency of 22.95% (measured by Fraunhofer ISE 
CalLab PVCells) [19]. 

As seen from Fig. 5, the doping density N(d) decreases 
quite strongly towards the surface for all four profiles. 
This is due to the fact that the solubility of boron is higher 
in SiO2 than in silicon (i.e. the segregation coefficient of 
boron is lower than 1) [12]. For state-of-the-art metalliza-
tion, i.e. screen-printed and fired Ag-Al paste, this N(d) 
decrease towards the surface is currently not particularly 
relevant for achieving low ρC. Since the penetration of 
metal crystallites into the emitter is significantly deeper 
with depths of up to several µm [9,20–23], more highly 
doped areas contribute to ρC [9]. However, for pure silver 
pastes, the crystallites are usually significantly smaller 
(see e.g. Refs. [24–26] for silver contacts on phosphorus-
doped surfaces). Hence, this surface depletion could then 
play a role in low-resistance electrical contacting. For 
such a scenario, we adapt Diff4 to decrease the surface de-
pletion to a minimum. The successful adaption is shown 
in Fig. 7. While the deep parts of the profiles, i.e. for  

 
Figure 5: Charge carrier concentration profiles measured 
by ECV on SDE surface for the samples at position P1. The
measurements are performed at the samples’ center. The 
given sheet resistances Rsh are measured by eddy-current 
near the ECV spot. 

 
Figure 6: Emitter dark saturation current density j0e versus
emitter sheet resistance Rsh on textured surfaces. The j0e is 
examined on symmetrically Al2O3/SiNX-passivated n-type
Cz-Si wafers (positioned at P1) after firing. 

 
Figure 7: Charge carrier concentration profiles measured
by ECV on SDE surface for the samples at position P1. 

 
d > 150 nm, are identical for Diff4 and Diff5, the surface 
depletion is considerably reduced for Diff5. We estimate 
the influence of the decreased surface depletion on j0e to 
be very small. Whether it is beneficial for electrical con-
tacting with pure silver pastes remains to be investigated. 

The BBr3 diffusion variations in run A show very 
promising results and the used cycle times of about 3.5 
hours are quite common in the industry for mass produc-
tion of high-efficiency cells. 
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4.2 Run B 

In order to realize similar deep and lowly-doped emit-
ters as for Diff2 - Diff4, but to shorten the cycle time tc 
significantly, we carry out three adjustments starting from 
Diff1; see Table II. For Diff6, we increase the maximum 
temperature to Tmax = T1 + 40K without further changes 
(Tmax is below 1000°C). For Diff7 and Diff8, we shorten 
tdr-in by 10 min and 20 min, respectively. 

The Rsh for the adjusted BBr3 diffusion processes 
Diff6 - Diff8 ranges between 60 Ω/sq ≤ Rsh ≤ 90 Ω/sq; 
see Fig. 8. We could decrease tc quite considerably to 
129 min ≤ tc ≤ 149 min. While doing so, the profile depth 
dprof increases even slightly; compare Fig. 9 with Fig. 5. 
However, the maximum doping concentration Nmax is still 
above 2∙1019 cm-3 and thus higher as for Diff2 - Diff4 
from optimization run A. Due to the higher Tmax, more 
boron can be dissolved in the silicon, which then results 
in a higher Nmax for Diff6 - Diff8. Thus, j0e is expected to 
be somewhat higher for these emitters. 

 

 
Figure 8: Eddy-current measured mean Rsh for the SDE
samples at the boat positions P1 - P5. 

 
Figure 9: Charge carrier concentration profiles measured
by ECV on SDE surface for the samples at position P1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

4.3 Run C 
 In order to decrease Nmax to below 2∙1019 cm-3, thus 
being at a comparable level to Diff2 - Diff5 from optimiza-
tion run A, we improve the BBr3 diffusion even further. We 
use the same maximum temperature as in run B, i.e. Tmax = 
T1 + 40K; see Table III. We apply careful parameter 
adjustments and keep tc within 133 min ≤ tc ≤ 143 min in 
order to be similarly short as in optimization run B. 
 The Rsh for the adjusted BBr3 diffusion processes 
Diff9 - Diff11 ranges between 130 Ω/sq ≤ Rsh ≤ 170 Ω/sq 
determined on SDE surfaces; see Fig. 10. The mean wafer 
uniformity in Rsh is: 5.5% (Diff9), 6.5% (Diff10), and 7.5% 
(Diff11). The standard deviation of Rsh,mean,boat is again 
quite low with values below 5%. 
 With dprof ≈ 800 nm, we keep dprof comparably deep 
as for the optimization runs A and B; see Fig. 11. We 
have managed to decrease Nmax to Nmax ≈ 1.5∙1019 cm-3 in 
comparison to the doping profiles from run B with 
2.3∙1019 cm-3 ≤ Nmax ≤ 3.2∙1019 cm-3. 
  

 
Figure 10: Eddy-current measured mean Rsh for the SDE 
samples at the boat positions P1 - P5. 

 
Figure 11: Charge carrier concentration profiles measured 
by ECV on SDE surface for the samples at position P1. 

Table II: Summary of parameters from the indicated BBr3 diffusion processes of optimization run B. 
BBr3 

diffusion Tmax 
tc 

(min) 
Rsh,mean,boat 

(Ω/sq) 
Nmax  

(1019 cm-3) 
dprof 
(nm) 

j0e 
(fA/cm²) 

ρC 
(mΩcm²) 

Diff6 
T1 + 40K 

149 61 ± 2 3.2 ± 0.3 1000 ± 100 - - 
Diff7 139 72 ± 1 2.8 ± 0.3 920 ± 92 - - 
Diff8 129 90 ± 1 2.3 ± 0.2 850 ± 85 - - 

 

Table III: Summary of parameters from the indicated BBr3 diffusion processes of optimization run C. 
BBr3 

diffusion Tmax 
tc 

(min) 
Rsh,mean,boat 

(Ω/sq) 
Nmax  

(1019 cm-3) 
dprof 
(nm) 

j0e 
(fA/cm²) 

ρC 
(mΩcm²) 

Diff9 
T1 + 40K 

143 133 ± 4 1.6 ± 0.2 760 ± 76 - - 
Diff10 138 144 ± 6 1.5 ± 0.2 780 ± 78 17 ± 2 - 
Diff11 133 165 ± 8 1.3 ± 0.1 820 ± 82 - - 
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The j0e for diffusion Diff10 is found to be j0e = 
(17 ± 2) fA/cm² at Rsh ≈ 150 Ω/sq on textured surface. 

Comparing the results of e.g. Diff10 to Diff3/Diff4, it 
is seen that the cycle time of the BBr3 diffusion process is 
decreased by more than one hour while yielding boron 
emitters with quite similar properties. 

This demonstrates the possibility to form high-quality 
boron emitters with cycle times of not much more than 
2 hours. 

 
 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
 The optimization of BBr3 diffusion processes in three 
cycles yields high-quality boron emitters with emitter 
dark saturation current density j0e values on textured and 
Al2O3/SiNX-passivated surface as low as 17 fA/cm² at an 
emitter sheet resistance Rsh ≈ 150 Ω/sq. 
 Being able to decrease the cycle time by more than 1 
hour to slightly more than 2 hours offers potential for 
further cost reduction in mass-production. We achieve this 
time reduction by increasing the maximum temperature 
(below 1000°C) and careful process parameter adaptions. 
 The boron emitters feature charge carrier concentra-
tion profiles with a maximum doping concentration 
Nmax ≈ 1.5∙1019 cm-3 and a profile depth dprof ≈ 800 nm. 
The homogeneity of Rsh over the boat examined by using 
test samples at five different boat positions is already 
very satisfactory with a standard deviation below 5%. 
The low-ohmic electrical contacting of such boron emit-
ters with low Nmax, when applying a commercially-avai-
lable screen-printed silver-aluminum paste, is confirmed 
with specific contact resistances found to be between 
2 mΩcm² and 4 mΩcm². 
 We also show that the surface depletion of the charge 
carrier concentration can be reduced to a minimum while 
not changing the rest of the profile. This might be an 
option to improve low-resistance electrical contacting 
when applying pure silver contacts. 
 This work demonstrates the possibility to significantly 
decrease the cycle times of BBr3 diffusion processes to 
slightly above 2 hours while still being able to form high-
quality boron emitters. These emitters are therefore 
extremely suitable for implementation in, e.g., n-type 
Cz-Si TOPCon solar cells. 
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